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‘This is not how we imagined it’ 

Technological Affordances, 

Economic Drivers 

and the 

Internet Architecture Imaginary



  



  



  

The medium is the message

 - Marshall McLuhan



  

Infrastructure sets the invisible 
rules that govern the spaces of our 
everyday lives

 - Keller Easterling



  

The uses made of technology are    
largely determined by the structure 
       of the technology itself

                 - Neil Postman



  

   We shape our tools 
   and thereafter they shape us.

    
                   -John Culkin



  

Infrastructure is both relational 
and ecological

 - Susan Leigh Star



  

● Materiality
– The relational effect of matter 
matters



  

● Affordances
– Constraining as well as enabling 
features

– ‘functional and relational aspects 
which frame, while not determining, 
the possibilities’

 - Ian Hutchby 



  

A sociotechnical imaginary: 

● visions, 

● symbols, 

● futures 

that exist in groups and society which influence
– behavior, 
– individual identity, 
– collective identity, 
– development of narratives, 
– Policy,
– institutions

Co-production: the simultaneous processes through which 
modern societies form their epistemic and normative 
understandings of the world

- Sheila Jasanoff



  



  

Technology is a very human activity 
         - and so is the history of 
                      technology.

                - Melvin Kranzberg



  

Standard setting is a wild mix of 
politics and economics

 - Shapiro and Varian



  

Theoretical framework

● Science and Technology Studies

– Technological materiality

– Co-production

– Socio-technical imaginaries

● International Political Economy

– Consolidation / Market concentration

– Self-regulation

– Commercialization



  

Methods

● 25 interviews
● Quantitative analysis of all RFCs
● Qualitative analysis of 25 RFCs
● Quantitative and qualitative 
mailinglist analysis

● Participant observation during four 
years (11 meetings)

https://github.com/nllz/rfc-analysis
http://datactive.github.io/bigbang/


  

Internet Architecture Imaginary 
(1)

● End-to-end principle
– Intelligence at the edges

– Network only provides datagram 
transport

– Low complexity

– High robustness

But...



  



  



  



  

Internet Architecture Imaginary 
(2)

● Permissionless innovation
– No barriers for deployment of new 
protocols

– No need to negotiate with entities in 
the middle of the network

– Response to Telco era (and perhaps  
Acceptible Use Policy of ARPANET & 
NSFnet)



  

Internet Architecture Imaginary 
(3)

● Openness (network)
– Reach any endpoint on the Internet without being 
hampered, altered or stopped

– Ability to add new endpoints to the network

● Open standards
– Voluntary

– Freely accessible

● Open governance
– Transparent

– Open participation

– Open archives



  

We reject: kings, 

 presidents and voting.

 We believe in: rough consensus   

  and running code.

  - Quote from Dave Clarke in the Tao of the IETF



  

Explicit discussions about rights 
and freedoms, as well as social 
impact of technology have featured 
in RFCs since their beginnings

         -Sandra Braman

http://people.tamu.edu/~braman/html/topicinternetdesign.html


  

Commercialization & Privatization
(end 80s, early 90s)

● US government cedes direct control:
– ARAPNET (Dept of Defense)

– NSFNET (Dept of Education)

– ESNET (Dept of Energy)

● Establishment of Commercial Internet 
Exchanges

● Formal institutionalization of:
– Internet Engineering Taskforce

– Internet Society

– Regional Internet Registries



  

Crack in the imaginary: 
Rise of the Middlebox

● IPv4 running out

– ‘only’ 4.3 billion IP addresses

– No replacement done yet

● Security considerations

– Internet was no longer comprised of trusted actors 

● Perceived need from network operators differentiate 
business models 

 (RFC3725)



  

Network Address Translation



  

Firewalls

● Security

● Administrative control

‘a lot of networks do a lot of bad things 
to peer-to-peer traffic’

‘firewalls didn't serve only a security 
purpose, they also served an 
administrative control purpose, that's a 
third party in the midst of the peers who 
are talking to each other. So it's been 
difficult for Internet peer to peer 
things to take off. ‘



  

Network management

● Quality of service
● Caching
● Prioritization of services



  

Rise of the Middlebox (4)

● Added functionality to the network

● Not at the edges, but in the network

● This led to ‘ossification’

● Introduced directionality, created users and 
producers

● Created a new affordance structure in the 
Internet architecture



  

Example 1 : TLS1.3



  

Example 2: Stream Control 
Transmission Protocol

● Transport layer replacement for TCP
● Multiple streams
● Multiple transmission paths
● No head of line blocking
● Described in 39 (!) RFCs
● Worked perfectly in the lab
● Blocked by many NATs
● Never reliably worked 

on the Internet
● Because of reordered 

affordances



  

First RFC:

April 2002

Last RFC:

November 2017

Protocol 

Failure



  



  

The return of the strong endpoints: The 
Rise of QUIC

● Quick UDP Internet Protocol (QUIC)

● Stream-based protocol

● Similar to SCTP, but.. 

– Developed by Google
● Communicate between Google servers (CDNs) and 
browsers (mainly Chrome)

● Experimental A/B testing

● Fallback to TCP



  

Includes encryption by default...



  

...as much as possible

“Let’s not share anything [with the network] unless we really need 
to because I don't care whether it’s ossified or whether it’s not. 
We’ve tried this in the past and we’ve failed because people 
ossify whatever is visible. I don't care what they can and cannot 
use it for. I just don't want to share it unless there is…

The burden of proof, in my opinion, is on the operators to say we 
really, really, really can’t run our networks unless we see this 
one bit. And if they can prove that, then maybe it’s fine at that 
point.”



  

Latency wins



  

All’s well that 
end(-to-end)s well?

● Only large effort by a transnational corporation 
with significant control of the network could make 
this evolution, and change affordance structure

● QUIC tooling not readily available (yet)

● QUIC deployment will arguably strengthen 
consolidation 

● NAT directionality is still in place 

● With ubiquitous encryption it is harder to analyze 
on the network (for researchers as well) 

● Network operators are not pleased



  

Imaginaries They Are A-Changin’

‘you need to play in some of the 
operators or vendors earning models in 
order to get something deployed’



  



  

‘[m]yths are important for what they 
reveal (including a genuine desire for 
community and democracy) and for what they 
conceal (including the growing 
concentration of communication power in a 
handful of transnational media 
businesses)’

              - Vincent Mosco



  

Conclusions (1)

The sociotechnical Internet architecture 
imaginary and its self-regulatory 
governance model have not been able to 
safeguard the ability of researchers, 
small companies or individuals to innovate 
on the Internet protocol level.

Permissionless innovation has undermined 
itself and the end-to-end principle.



  

Conclusions (2)

Increasingly the bottom lines of 
companies became a first-order 
consideration for protocols to be 
adopted and implemented

Political conceptions of the 
architectural imaginary are fading 
into the background.



  

Conclusions (3)

The importance and size of the 
Internet architecture has only grown, 
and with it its societal 
implications. 

Societal implications are not 
structurally considered.



  



  

Conclusions 
(academic style)

By combining STS and IPE lenses I 
foregrounded how economic drivers 
spurred iterative changes in the 
affordances and materiality of the 
Internet architecture

   ¯\_(ツ )_/¯
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